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Pilot Free Trade Zone Series —
State Administration of Foreign Exchange issued policy on supporting
the development of China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone
Regulations discussed in
this issue:

• Circular on Issuing

Implementing Rules for
Foreign Exchange Control
to Support the
Construction of the China
(Shanghai) Pilot Free
Trade Zone, Shanghai
Huifa [2014] No. 26,
issued by the Shanghai
Branch of the State
Administration of Foreign
Exchange on 28 February,
2014.

Background
The Shanghai Branch of the State Administration of Foreign Exchange (“SAFE”)
recently issued the Circular on Issuing Implementing Rules for Foreign
Exchange Control to Support the Construction of the China (Shanghai) Pilot Free
Trade Zone (hereinafter “the Circular”), which sets out the administrative
procedures in relation to the simplified formalities for foreign exchange related
to direct investment, the relaxation of foreign debt management, the
improvement of the centralised management of foreign currency by
headquarters of multinationals, as well as foreign currency cash pool and
international trade settlement centre etc. These new measures will create a
better environment for foreign-invested enterprises (“FIE”) to conduct
cross-border trading and investments in China.
The Circular provides the following innovative measures on foreign
exchange management：
Conversion of
•
registered
capital in foreign
currency at will

•

•
•
•

FIEs registered in the pilot Free Trade Zone in
Shanghai (“pilot FTZ”) can convert its registered
capital in foreign currency into RMB according to its
operational needs.
RMB converted from registered capital should be
placed in a special deposit account, and shall be used
on business related expenses, including payment of
security deposit, repayment of used-up RMB loans,
and payment for current account or approved capital
account transactions. FIEs with investment as its
main business can transfer such RMB funds to its
invested enterprises based on the actual scale of
investment.
Banks should review the authenticity of payment
with such RMB capital, based on the principle of
diligence.
The monthly cumulative amount for FIEs to use such
RMB capital as reserve fund shall not exceed RMB
0.6 million.
Such RMB capital cannot be used for the following
purposes:
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Centralised
•
management of
foreign currency,
foreign cash
pool and
International
trade settlement
centre

•

Lending
overseas

•

Financial leasing •
service

•
•

•

Investing in Securities
Issuing RMB entrusted loan
Repaying of inter-company loans (including
reimbursement to third parties), and repaying
RMB bank loans transferred to third parties
Investing in non-self-use real estate property

Qualified companies in the pilot FTZ (host companies)
can apply for centralised management of foreign
currency of its member companies inside and outside
of China, including:
 Handling centralised payment for current
account transactions for domestic member
companies and settle payments on net basis
 Centralising exchange settlement for
domestic member companies
 Centralising foreign debt quota for domestic
member companies
 Opening a main account for international
foreign exchange, which allows free
overseas transfer of funds, as long as they
are within the foreign debt quota and
external lending quota, with a main account
for domestic foreign exchange
The upper limit of lending overseas for companies in
the pilot FTZ has been adjusted from 30% of
shareholder’s equity to 50%.
When providing external guarantees, companies in
the pilot FTZ do not need administrative approval
from SAFE, and are not subject to the requirements
on the proportion of net assets between the
guarantor and the guarantee, the guarantee’s
profitability status or correlation conditions on the
guarantor’s and the guarantee’s equities.
The administration of financial leasing services provided
by financial leasing companies in the pilot FTZ to
overseas has changed from approval to registration
Financial leasing companies in the pilot FTZ that provide
financial leasing services overseas are not restricted to
the current quota on lending overseas
Non-financial financial leasing companies in the pilot
FTZ can receive rentals in foreign currency if the
leasehold is purchased with over 50% foreign currency
loans
Financial leasing project companies in the pilot FTZ can
make remittance with the contract and commercial
vouchers for the purchased planes, vessels and large
equipments from overseas for leasing to the lessees
domestic or overseas

KPMG Observations
The Circular offers substantive innovation measures to foreign exchange
management, allowing FIEs to convert unlimited percentage of their registered
capital in foreign currency into RMB. According to the current policy applied
outside of the pilot FTZ regarding the conversion of registered capital in foreign
currency, FIEs can only apply to convert registered capital in foreign currency
into RMB when necessitated by payments to vendors for goods or services. In
addition, FIEs are required to submit documents to prove the use of such RMB
funds before the next conversion application. Such policy not only increases
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the management cost for foreign currency conversion, but also exposes FIEs to
exchange losses when exchange rate volatility is high, thus hampering fund
management. The Circular gives FIEs the option to convert foreign currency
capital into RMB at will, thus allowing FIEs to choose which currency they want
to hold. However, FIEs should keep in mind that the RMB capital should be
mainly used for business operation rather than non-operational investment or
loan to others.
The other remarkable point of the Circular is the improvement it makes to the
pilot policy of foreign currency pool. Prior to this, the policy for pilot foreign
currency pool designed for multinationals to centralise their operating cash
featured tough acess requirements. This Circular relaxes the requirements for
pilot FIEs to set up foreign currency pool, allowing those with headquarter-like
operational centre or international settlement centre within the FTZ, which fulfil
certain requirements and are equipped with complete internal controls and
system for foreign currency management, and have no record of serious
violation of laws or regulations in the last three years, to apply for centralised
operational management of foreign currency of its member companies inside
and outside of China, so that they can enjoy centralised receipt and payment
for current account transactions as well as settle payments ona a net basis. The
current Chinese foreign exchange policy for non-FTZ FIEs requires that
cross-border receipt and payment be settled separately. Such practice slows
down the cash turnover to some extent as it takes time to provide commercial
documents or declare income for remittance, and for funds received from
overseas to be usable. Therefore, netting settlement is definitely a great
change to foreign exchange management, which allows FIEs to improve
efficiency in funds utilisation and reduce remittance costs. However, pilot
enterprises are still required to provide commercial documents to banks for
review, and declare international receipts and payments for all transactions
involved in the netting.
In addition, the Circular adjusts the upper limit of lending overseas for
companies in the pilot FTZ from 30% of shareholder’s equity to 50%. It allows
FIEs to directly remit their spare cash to overseas parent company or affiliates
in the group rather than in the form of dividend distribution, thus helping the
overseas parent company reduce its funding costs and defer Chinese
withholding tax payment.
The Circular also supports the development of financial leasing businesses in
the pilot FTZ, allowing non-financial financial leasing companies to receive
rental in foreign currency in China, and simplifies the advance payment
procedures for large finance leasing projects of planes and vessels etc.
In sum, the Circular provides more financing options and efficient foreign
currency settlement methods to FIEs in the pilot FTZ. Thus, FIEs can optimise
the structure of their various management functions according to the industry
they are in, their business development needs and future plans, with a view to
increase the competitiveness of their operation in China.
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